
 
 

QATAR FOUNDATION’S NATIONAL READING CAMPAIGN 
PARTICIPATES IN DOHA INTERNATIONAL BOOK FAIR 

Artworks and community-focused activities celebrate the journey of reading 

 

Artworks commissioned by Qatar Foundation’s (QF) National Reading Campaign that celebrate 
the journey and the joy of picking up a book have been showcased at the 29th Doha 
International Book Fair (DIBF). 

The community-focused QF campaign – designed to foster a love of literature among people of 
all ages in Qatar – invited local artists to produce works that capture the essence of reading. 
The five commissioned pieces are currently on display on DIBF, one of the region’s largest 
international book fairs, which is taking place at Doha Exhibition and Convention Center until 
December 8. 

The works of art include the blueprint photographs of Khalifa Al-Obaidly, inspired by manuscripts 
of the indigo trade between the Gulf and India, and Maryam Al-Homaid’s illusionistic work with 
the endless repetition of the word ‘imagination’. Meanwhile, Khalifa Al-Marri has created an 
abstract animation of the mental voyages a person takes while reading; Paul Valentine has carved 
actual books; and Sebastian Betancur-Montoya has performed a journey in the middle of the sea 
while reading a book.  

During DIBF, the National Reading Campaign has also been encouraging members of the 
community to place their favorite book on its ‘Community Shelves’ and leave a note explaining 
why they like it for others to find. Meanwhile, interactive activities featuring characters from 
children’s books and a ‘find the missing character’ game have allowed young visitors to the fair 
to discover how much fun reading can be. 
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Qatar Foundation – Unlocking Human Potential 

Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community Development (QF) is a non-profit 
organization that supports Qatar on its journey to becoming a diversified and sustainable 
economy. QF strives to serve the people of Qatar and beyond by providing specialized 



 
 
programs across its innovation-focused ecosystem of education, science and research, and 
community development. 

QF was founded in 1995 by His Highness Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, the Father Amir, 
and Her Highness Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, who shared the vision to provide Qatar with 
quality education. Today, QF’s world-class education system offers lifelong learning 
opportunities to community members as young as six months through to doctoral level, 
enabling graduates to thrive in a global environment and contribute to the nation’s 
development. 

QF is also creating a multidisciplinary innovation hub in Qatar, where homegrown researchers 
are working to address local and global challenges. By promoting a culture of lifelong learning 
and fostering social engagement through programs that embody Qatari culture, QF is 
committed to empowering the local community and contributing to a better world for all. 

For a complete list of QF’s initiatives and projects, visit www.qf.org.qa 


